
Revolutionizing Racing Fuels 

In today’s webinar, Jess Hewitt of Hyperfuels, a seasoned expert in fuel technology, 

unveiled groundbreaking insights into the world of racing fuels. From the mechanics of 

hydrophobic alcohols to the nuances of performance optimization, the discussion 

delved deep into the science behind sustainable and high-performance racing fuels. 

Hydrophobic Alcohols: The Future of Racing Fuels 

One of the key highlights of the webinar was the exploration of hydrophobic alcohols, 

which repel water like gasoline. Jess drew parallels between traditional gasoline-water 

separation and the behavior of isobutanol, emphasizing its compatibility with engines 

while avoiding corrosion risks associated with water-contaminated fuels. 

Performance and Sustainability 

The discussion pivoted towards the performance and sustainability benefits of 

hydrophobic alcohols compared to their hygroscopic counterparts. By leveraging 

partially renewable alcohols derived from waste or renewable sources, Jess showcased 

how these innovative fuels offer better performance and reduced emissions, aligning 

with the push for decarbonization in racing. 

Decarbonizing Racing: Challenges and Solutions 

As racing tracks face pressure to adopt more renewable and sustainable fuels, Jess 

cautioned against the drawbacks of ethanol-based options. Instead, he advocated for 

the use of hydrophobic alcohols, which not only enhance performance but also reduce 

carbon emissions and evaporative losses. 

Accessibility and Distribution 

Addressing concerns about accessibility, Jess highlighted the expanding distribution 

network of sustainable racing fuels across the eastern United States. From small 

packages to bulk deliveries, the availability of these fuels is set to revolutionize the 

racing industry, catering to both professional racers and enthusiasts alike. 

Environmental Impact and Regulatory Compliance 

The webinar underscored the importance of addressing environmental concerns while 

complying with regulatory standards. By offering EPA-approved sustainable gasoline, 



racing enthusiasts can enjoy enhanced performance without compromising on 

environmental responsibility. 

Looking Ahead 

As the racing industry navigates the transition towards cleaner and more sustainable 

fuels, the webinar offered a glimpse into the future of racing technology. With 

innovative solutions like hydrophobic alcohols and sustainable racing fuels, the path to 

decarbonization and enhanced performance has never been clearer. 

In conclusion, Jess' webinar provided valuable insights into the evolving landscape of 

racing fuels, emphasizing the crucial role of innovation and sustainability in shaping the 

future of motorsports. As the industry embraces these advancements, racers can look 

forward to a cleaner, greener, and more exhilarating racing experience. 

 

To watch the webinar, please Click Here 
 

https://epartrade.com/videos/page/6?keyword=epartrade

